Quick Start Guide for Assessors

PASA Online Resources
Dynamic Learning Maps & PaTTAN

PASA Frequently Referenced Websites

- Dynamic Learning Maps Webpage
- PaTTAN PASA Webpage
- Kite-Educator Portal

Educator Resource Videos

- Accessibility in Dynamic Learning Maps Assessment
- Completing the First Contact Survey and PNP Profile
- DLM Instructionally Embedded Assessments
- Dynamic Learning Maps Writing Testlets
- Getting Started in Educator Portal
- More about Initial Precursor Items
- Overview of ELA Testlets
- Overview of Mathematics Testlets
- Personal Learning Profile Training
- Test Tickets and TIPS in the Spring Window for EY States
- Using Kite Student Portal
- Using the DLM Instruction and Assessment Planner
- Verifying Rosters for Teachers
- Verifying Student Data for Teachers

Video Playlist
Link Available
PASA Email
alternateassessment@pattankop.net
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Manuals and User Guide

- Test Administration Manual
- Accessibility Manual
- Educator Portal User Guide

Assessment Preparation Resources

- Sample Testlet Information Pages and Released Testlets
  - Mathematics
  - English Language Arts
  - Science
- Guide to Practice Activities and Released Testlets
- Materials Collection for Year-End States and Hints for Using Lists
  - Mathematics
  - English Language Arts
  - Science

Pennsylvania PASA Resources

- 2021-2022 PASA DLM Instruction and Assessment Calendar
- FAQ Document for Pennsylvania

Video Playlist | Link Available | PASA Email
alternateassessment@pattankop.net